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Abstract

Performance anxiety, which could be regarded as a type of social anxiety disorder, is a common and debilitating condition among professional artists. In spite of this, no clinical research has previously been done on treatment methods for professional actors with PA. In the current study A-B single case experimental designs and parametric statistics were used to report the treatment process of five actors with PA who were treated with 11-12 sessions of Individual Cognitive Therapy (ICT). ICT was found to reduce PA in four of the five cases, and resulted in significantly lower frequencies of safety behaviors and negative social thoughts. It was concluded that ICT could be an effective course of treatment for actors with PA.
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Introduction

The fear of being negatively evaluated while speaking or performing in public, Performance Anxiety (PA), is one of the most commonly self-reported fears in the population [1,2]. In Sweden for example, almost 25% of the population suffers from PA [3]. This type of fear is common among musicians - here usually referred to as stage fright, - affecting some 15% to 25% [4]. The prevalence rates among professional actors are less clear. The only study in the field found an occurrence of severe PA in 9.6% in a sample of actor students (n: 178) [5]. Overall, PA among professional artist results in psychological suffering and impaired performance, and for some it may be the end of their career [5,6].

In the recent update of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) PA is regarded as a specified for Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD), which is characterized by fear of embarrassment and negative evaluation while engaged in social interaction or social performance situations [7]. Individuals with PA, in relation to other individuals with SAD, tend to develop their fears later on in life, are not behaviorally inhibited, and experience stronger psycho physiological responses to certain situations, such as giving a speech in front of an audience or giving a musical performance [8].

Little knowledge exists about artists' PA, how it is best understood and treated and to this day there are no treatment studies of professional actors with PA [9]. Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) has proven to be an effective treatment of generalized SAD in several studies [10]. Even though PA is a specifies for SAD, the population of professional actors differs considerably from the general population with SAD. Professional actors have had performance training and large amounts of experience performing on stage, yet they still experience intense fear in these situations. Treatment studies of musicians however suggest that CBT might be effective for PA [11], but it has not yet been studied in professional actors. Individual Cognitive Therapy (ICT) is a relatively recently developed treatment specifically tailored for SAD, which makes it a credible choice of treatment for actors with PA. ICT has proven more effective in treating SAD than other formats of CBT, other psychological treatments, medication based treatment as usual and Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs) [12-16].

ICT [1] stems from Clark and Wells cognitive model of the maintenance of SAD [17]. According to this model, individuals with SAD have developed negative assumptions about themselves and others, which make social situations, seem threatening. These assumptions lead to negative beliefs about what might happen in social situations; e.g. that acting inappropriately or exposing one's anxiety to others will result in social seclusion or humiliation [17]. Clark and Wells identify four central maintenance processes of SAD: (1) safety behaviors (2) self-focused attention, and negative information processing (3) before social situations and (4) after social situations [17]. Safety behaviors are described as maladaptive coping strategies that provide temporary relieve of anxiety and are used to prevent feared catastrophes. In the long run, safety behaviors prevent disconfirmation of negative beliefs and increase the risk of actual inadequate social behavior since safety behaviors impede the individual's ability to act in a socially flexible manner [18,19]. Self-focused attention is conceptualized as being highly self-conscious of how one act and appears in front of others [17]. This type of selective attention leads individuals with SAD to focus excessively on negative
internal information and to evaluate their social performance based on that biased information. Self-focused attention thus makes the individual more focused on aversive emotions and believes which, in turn, increases the likelihood of negative evaluation of social situations [1]. Furthermore, an increase in self-focus consumes attention, thus leading to an impaired processing of external social cues given by others – cues that are paramount to successful social interaction [17].

The purpose of ICT is to interrupt these four maintaining processes through different individually adjusted cognitive and behavioral interventions. Using this method, the therapist assists the patient in challenging and disqualifying negative beliefs and assumptions by using various cognitive tasks which foster more realistic and nuanced interpretations of social cues and of one’s self-image in social situations [1].

The current study describes the course of ICT in five actors with PA in series of single case experimental A-B designs with complementary parametric statistics. The aim of the study was to explore whether ICT is an effective treatment for actors with PA. It was hypothesized 1) that ICT leads to a decrease in PA during stage performances, and 2) that ICT leads to a decrease in general social anxiety levels, negative thoughts and safety behaviors.

Materials and Methods

Overview

The study was designed to be an A-B Single Case Experimental Design (SCED) [20] and included three baseline assessments (A-phase) followed by weekly assessments (see below) of treatment sessions (B-phase). A battery of additional measures was also administered before treatment, after treatment and at one-month follow-up. These measures were analyzed with parametrical statistics.

Participants

Actors throughout Stockholm were recruited through advertisements in the Swedish actor’s trade magazine, informational meetings at local theaters, and through mailing lists provided by a local theater. A total of nine actors contacted the authors and were interviewed using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (M.I.N.I.) [21], as well as the section for social phobia in the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM–IV (ADIS) [22]. The inclusion criteria were the following: (1) that the individual had worked as an actor for the majority of his or her career; (2) that the individual fulfilled the criteria for social phobia according to DSM-IV-TR [23]; (3) that the individual had suffered from PA for at least one year; (4) and that the individual did not suffer from alcohol or substance abuse. Comorbid mental illness was not a criterion for exclusion, nor was taking psychotropic medication. Five actors met the inclusion criteria and agreed to participate in the study - three women and two men, with mean age of 49 years (SD = 15, 8). The actors had been professionally active for 21, 4 years on average (SD: 10, 3), and had suffered from PA on average for 26, 6 years (SD: 21, 3). Two participants were medicated with an SSRI and both agreed to keep the dosage stable during the time of the study. Calculations showed adequate inter-rater reliability regarding determination of social phobia diagnoses (Cohen’s kappa = 0.82) [24].

Participant 1 (P1) was a male in his fifties. He was a formally trained actor and had been working as such for more than 30 years and had not experienced PA during the first 20 years of his career. Ten years ago however, it had gradually started to build up and he had barely been able to work as an actor since developing PA. He often experienced anxiety due to his perceived lack of acting skills, as he thought them to be unsatisfactory. Apart from PA, P1 had also had problems with major depression, which preceded his PA, and panic attacks which started at roughly the same time as his PA did. During the time that P1 underwent treatment with ICT for the purpose of this study, he was medicated with an antidepressant medication (SSRI). He had undergone several treatments of psychotherapy, both CBT and psychodynamic therapy, but these had mainly focused on his depression. P1’s treatment goals were to be more open about his thoughts and feelings and to engage in a number of social situations that he had previously avoided. Because P1 was unsure whether he wanted to return to the stage or not, and since he did not work as an actor at the time, his treatment focused mainly on other feared social situations, rather than performing on stage.

Participant 2 (P2) was a female in her late sixties who fulfilled the DSM-IV-criteria for non-generalized SAD. She had been working as an actress, dancer and singer for 24 years. As long as she could remember, she had always associated performing on stage and in front of a camera with considerable anxiety. Because of her anxiety, she avoided certain types of performances altogether (e.g. stand-up comedy) and experienced considerable suffering and performance loss during stage and film acting. Other types of performances, such as lecturing, were not associated with PA. Apart from PA, she also experienced anxiety in various other social situations, such as formal meetings and while spending time with relatives. P2 had suffered from several episodes of major depression and had recently undergone three years of transactional psychotherapy with unclear purpose. P2’s treatment goals were to engage in types of performances she had previously avoided and to be able to stand up for her.

Participant 3 (P3) was a female in her fifties and fulfilled the DSM-IV-criteria for non-generalized SAD. She was formally trained and had been working as an actress on stage, on television and on the radio for 15 years, but had ended her career five years prior to this study due to PA. As long as she could remember, she had always experienced intense anxiety when performing on stage. Her anxiety had been exacerbated by two averse events during her formal training, in which she experienced a blackout and was unable to give her performance. She had been able to manage her PA during the first ten years of her career, but as time passed her need for preparations intensified up to the point where she needed to undergo an elaborate set of superstitious behaviors to be able to perform. These behaviors were both time consuming and discouraging, in the sense that she felt it took away the joy of performing. P3 considered her acting career as finished, although she frequently dreamed about returning to the stage. At the time of the study she was engaged in academic studies, and experienced PA when she gave presentations or participated in seminars and group collaborations. She was also anxious about certain other social situations. Talking on the phone in public is one example. The goals of the treatment for P3 were to give presentations without consuming beta-blockers, to be able to focus on the content of her performances and to begin applying for jobs as an actress.
Participant 4 (P4) was a female in her twenties without formal training in acting who had been working as an actor for ten years on stage, on television, in the movies and on the radio. She fulfilled the DSM-IV-criteria for generalized SAD and had suffered from PA ever since she started working as an actress. During one of her first stage performances, she experienced a panic attack and had to walk off stage. This experience haunted her and she was afraid that it might happen again if she became too emotionally aroused prior to a performance. She had been scrutinized by the media several times and was therefore afraid to becoming publicly humiliated if she was not able to live up to the audience’s expectations of her. P4 worked full time as an actor even though she suffered from PA. Her PA had recently intensified to the point that it was interfering with her career. At the time of the study, she was engaging herself only in certain types of performances and had turned down several job offers because of her PA. P4 had undergone CBT for PA as well as for SAD in the past, but had continued to experience anxiety on stage as well as in several social situations. Her treatment goals were to accept more jobs that were anxiety evoking to her, and to give lectures by her.

Participant 5 (P5) was a male in his forties who had been working on stage as a formally trained actor, singer and dancer for the past 20 years. He fulfilled the criteria for non-generalized SAD. According to himself, he had always experienced a high degree of anxiety before, during and after performances. His anxiety was exacerbated by an aversive experience while working on a production that received bad reviews. During the first years of his career he would often cry after performances because he thought his performance were lousy. Even though his PA had improved somewhat, it still consumed a large amount of time and energy in his daily life. At the time of the study he experienced intense anxiety before going on stage - especially before singing. Although he did not avoid any kind of performance situation, he rarely auditioned for singing parts, and the preparations he made in order to cope with his PA were time-consuming and interfered with his everyday life, limiting relations with family and friends before and after performances. P5’s treatment goals were to attend more auditions for singing parts, to eat and spend time with family and friends prior to performances and to be more relaxed before and during performances.

Treatment

In accordance with the manual of Clark [25], the treatment consisted of: 1) creating an idiosyncratic model of how PA was maintained by using the participant’s own thoughts, attention strategies/images, and safety-behaviors; 2) safety behavioral experiments using experiential exercises aimed at demonstrating the adverse effect of safety behaviors, in contrast to dropping them; 3) video feedback to modify a negatively biased self-image e.g., by viewing the objective social performance with or without safety behaviors; 4) attention training (self focused versus externally focused attention) to demonstrate the adverse effects of self focused attention in feared situations; 5) behavioral experiments (in vivo - on stage and in other social situations - and in-session), to test negative thoughts/beliefs about feared outcomes of exposure situations; 6) verbal cognitive restructuring to challenge dysfunctional negative beliefs.

In addition, “the Assertive Defense of the Self” intervention (ADS) [26] was administered. This additional intervention (not involved in the original ICT) was adopted, as actors commonly are subjected to the opinions of others and cannot avoid criticism. For practical reasons the original ICT-protocol was shortened by 25%. Instead of two 90 minute-sessions followed by fourteen 60 minute-sessions, 16x45 minutes was administered over 11 to 12 sessions (some of them double-sessions). In total 720 minutes of therapy was given to each actor over a period of 12 to 14 weeks.

Therapists, supervision and treatment integrity

The two first authors of the study conducted ICT as a part of a master thesis at the clinical psychologist program in Stockholm, Sweden. They underwent a five-week training in treatment of SAD and the Clark and Wells model of SAD [17], and received weekly supervision from the third author. All treatment sessions were video recorded and checked for treatment integrity during supervision. Before the treatment began all of the participants gave written, informed consent to participate in the study and to have their session’s video recorded. An independent rater, blind to treatment outcome, rated therapist competence in a random selection of video recorded tapes – one tape from every treatment - according to the norms of The Cognitive Therapy for Social Phobia Competence Scale (CTCS-SP) [27]. The average score of the therapists’ competence in this study according to CTCS-SP was 3.4, indicating a “satisfactory” competence.

Measures

Weeklies measures: Weekly measures were administered before each session. A modified version of the state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI-S) [28] was used to evaluate levels of PA during performances. The modification being that the sentence ”how do you feel now, that is, in this moment” had been replaced with the sentence “how do you feel during stage performances”. STAI-S has previously been used in clinical studies of treatment for PA, e.g. [5,29,30] and has been proven to be a reliable scale [31].

The Social Phobia Weekly Summary Scale (SPWSS) was used as weekly measurement of general social anxiety as conceptualized by Clark and Wells [17], which contains items on general social anxiety, avoidance, self-focus and post-event rumination. The scale has demonstrated high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=0.81) and has been proven to be sensitive to treatment effects [12,13,15].

Additional measures: Additional measures were administered at three occasions: pre-treatment, post-treatment and follow-up (four weeks after post-treatment).

The Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale Self-report (LSAS-SR) was used to estimate social anxiety and avoidance. LSAS-SR is a frequently used, self-report questionnaire in studies of treatment for SAD [32] and has demonstrated adequate psychometric properties [33].

The Social Cognitions Questionnaire (SCQ) [34] was used as a measure of negative thoughts in social contexts and has demonstrated high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=0.89) [35].

The Social Behavior Questionnaire (SBQ) [35] was used to measure the frequency of safety behaviors in social contexts. SBQ has demonstrated high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=0.80) [35].

Data analysis

Single case descriptions and analysis through visual inspection and Percentage of Non-overlapping Data (PND), were used. PND is a...
frequently used effect measure in SCED [36]. It reflects the percentage of the measurements taken during the treatment phase, which does not overlap with any of the measurements taken during the baseline phase. PND < 50 means no obvious effect is indicated, 50 < PND < 70 means questionable effectiveness is indicated, 70 < PND < 90 means moderate effect is indicated and PND > 90 means high effect is indicated [37].

Additional measures were analyzed using repeated measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) by time (pre-treatment, post-treatment and follow-up) and group (n: 5). Due to the small sample size (violating the assumptions of random sampling and normal distribution), the results of these analyses were used as a complement to the single-case analyses.

**Results**

**Assessment of weekly progress during treatment**

Figure 1 shows P1’s weekly measurements, which show no obvious change in PA measured by STAI-S. With a PND of 42, no reduction of PA is indicated. The graph of SPWSS shows a slight decrease in general social anxiety. With a PND of 75 this is a moderate change. P1 fulfilled all of his treatment goals and was able to participate in situations previously avoided. He was now, self-reportedly, more honest and forgiving towards himself.

Figure 2 shows the self-ratings of P2. The graph shows a marked decrease in PA as measured by STAI-S, with a high effect of 93 PND. The SPWSS graph also shows a decrease in general social anxiety with a PND of 83 (moderate effect), even though the change is not constant. The slope in the baseline taken together with the otherwise sprawling self-ratings indicates that the SPWSS scores are affected by factors other than treatment. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate how much of this change is due to treatment. P2 fulfilled some of her treatment goals. She was able to stand up to others and perform in some situations she had previously avoided. However, some of her feared situations were left unexplored – those of which time was not sufficient for.

Figure 3 shows P3’s marked decrease in PA on STAI-S with a PND of 100, indicating high effect. The SPWSS scores also show a slight decrease in general social anxiety with a PND of 83. The graph indicates two spikes in SPWSS between sessions 6 and 9. These spikes could be the result of the behavioral experiments during these sessions. The behavioral experiments consisted partially of registering automatic negative thoughts, which may have temporarily increased P3’s social awareness. P3 reached all of her treatment goals. She had made several presentations without beta-blockers and felt more comfortable during public performances. She also applied for a theatrical part and was able to focus on the content of her performance during her school presentations.

Figure 4 shows P4’s marked decrease of PA measured by STAI-S with a high effect of 92 PND. The SPWSS graph shows no obvious change in general social anxiety and an effect of 33 PND indicates that treatment had no effect on SPWSS. She completed all of her treatment goals and did several presentations on her own. At the end of therapy she accepted a job offer she had previously feared accepting.

Figure 5 shows P5’s decrease in STAI-S with a PND of 83, which shows a moderate effect on PA. The slope in the base line lessens the certainty of the analysis, however. It is difficult to determine whether the change occurred because of the treatment or because of some other independent factor. The SPWSS graph shows a slight increase in general social anxiety and a PND of only 8. At the end of treatment, SPWSS has returned to its original level. Perhaps P5 was unaware of the extent to which his behaviors were ruled by social anxiety at the beginning of the treatment, resulting in the temporary
The reduction of LSAS-SR indicated a medium effect size. Criteria for within-group ES (0.5 small, 0.8 moderate, 1.2 large) [38]. Showed large effect sizes on STAI-S, SCQ and SBQ according to Öst’s social anxiety and avoidance (LSAS-SR). The measurement of change Behaviors (SBQ). There was however, no significant change in general reduction in PA (STAI-S), negative thoughts (SCQ) and Safety and SCQ. The repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant 1-month follow-up Assessment of progress from pre- to post-treatment and goals and four out of five reported reduced levels of PA. In conclusion, all of the actors reached their individual treatment goals and four out of five reported reduced levels of PA.

Assessment of progress from pre- to post-treatment and 1-month follow-up

Table 1 shows the participants scores on STAI-S, LSAS-SR, SBQ and SCQ. The repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant reduction in PA (STAI-S), negative thoughts (SCQ) and Safety Behaviors (SBQ). The measurement of change showed large effect sizes on STAI-S, SCQ and SBQ according to Öst’s criteria for within-group ES (0.5 small, 0.8 moderate, 1.2 large) [38]. The reduction of LSAS-SR indicated a medium effect size.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to investigate whether ICT is a viable treatment for professional actors with PA. Five professional actors with PA who met the DSM-IV criteria for SAD were recruited and underwent 11 to 12 session ICT. An A-B Single Case Experimental Design was applied to all five cases with complementary parametric statistics.

Our first hypothesis of reduced PA was supported, whereas the second hypothesis concerning a reduction of social anxiety, avoidance, negative beliefs and safety behaviors was partly supported. There was a significant reduction of negative thoughts and safety behaviors but not of social anxiety and avoidance.

Four out of five actors show a marked decline of self-rated PA in their STAI-S-graphs. Looking at the reduction of PA in terms of PND, the treatment showed high effect for three of the actors, moderate effect for one and no effect for one. The large effect size (ES = 3.5) at the group level further supports the conclusion of reduced levels of PA. Thus, the current study indicates that the use of ICT focused on stage performances is a promising treatment for actors with PA.

All actors except P5 showed relatively stable baseline-measures on STAI-S, indicating that the reduction of PA for P2, P3 and P4 was indeed due to the treatment. For P5, a more stable baseline would have yielded more certainty that the reduction was due to treatment. Still the overlap between baseline- and treatment-phase in P5 is small, making it plausible to assume that the reduction was due to treatment in this case as well. All of the participants reported that their PA had been a problem for at least ten years. Therefore, it is unlikely that the decrease in participants’ problems could be attributed to other variables like regression to the mean or time effects. The lack of control group makes it difficult to differentiate between treatment-effect and placebo effect. However, in comparison to the treatment study by Kendrick, Craig and Lawson’s on pianists with PA [29], the current study showed an even larger effect. In Kendrick, Craig and Lawson’s CBT study interventions yielded an 8.1-11.8 point decrease in STAI-S values [29], whereas ICT in the current study yielded a 20.4 point decrease. Considering that the reduction of STAI-S values found in Kendrick, Craig and Lawson’s study was significantly larger than that of a wait-list control group [29], it is reasonable to assume that the decrease of STAI-S values in the current study are also a cause of treatment rather than underlying factors such as spontaneous recovery.

Comparing the current study’s participants’ levels of PA to a larger sample illuminates the severity of their PA. Compared to a population of acting students (n=178) studied by Septoe et al. [5], the actors in this study, prior to ICT, reported on average higher
anxiety on the STAI-S scale (M=66.2) than the 9.6% of the population considered to have severe problems with PA (M=57.4). After ICT, the actors in the current study reported PA to be only 2.9 points higher than the average of the whole sample in Steptoe et al.’s study [5], a level considered to be a “minor problem” in the study.

Contrary to the hypothesis, ICT did not lead to any obvious decline in weekly measures of SPWSS, nor any significant reduction in participants’ general level of social anxiety as measured by LSAS-SR, although a non-significant trend was indicated. The non-significant results were unexpected, especially considering the treatment lowered the negative thoughts and safety behaviors assumed to maintain social anxiety. A possible explanation is that the therapeutic focus on stage performances in this study did not generalize well to anxiety in other social situations measured by LSAS-SR.

Compared with the general clinical population with SAD (N=99) found in Fresco, Coles, Heimberg et al.’s study [39], the participants in the current study rated less severe social anxiety and avoidance both before and after treatment – 12.53 points (SD: 0.53) lower before treatment, and 25.33 points (SD: 1.09) lower after treatment on the LSAS-SR scale. However, compared to a non-clinical population (N=53) the participants rated much higher levels of social anxiety and avoidance. On average participants in the current study measured 48, 51 points (SD: 3.82) higher before treatment and 35.71 points (SD: 2.81) higher after treatment on the LSAS-SR. This comparison indicates that the social anxiety actors with PA experience might not be limited to performance situations, which needs to be taken into account during treatment.

The reported effects of treatment on PA can plausibly be generalized to other actors. Even though the population treated was small (five actors), it was heterogenic in age, gender, experience, employment position and comorbidity. This shows that the treatment has effect on actors with diverse backgrounds, experiences and psychiatric comorbidity. The fact that no actors were excluded due to use of medication, comorbidity and previous treatments, strengthens the external validity of the study.

Future research should focus on replicating the results reported here. The design of the current study could be improved by a longer base-line phase and the use of multiple baselines. Including a control group and using a larger number of participants are also desirable in order to strengthen the prospect of inferences. The results of this study can probably be extended to other areas of the performing arts, but of course further studies need to confirm this. Future research should also evaluate the effects of specific treatment components of ICT, and how treatment for performing artists best targets PA and general social anxiety simultaneously. If ADS is to be used as a part of ICT in treating actors it requires further evaluation.

**Conclusion**

These cases demonstrate that ICT appears to be apromising treatment for PA in actors, which effectively diminishes negative social thoughts and safety behaviors. The participants’ high ratings of general social anxiety and avoidance suggest that actors with PA also suffer from social anxiety in situations off-stage as well. Participants’ static levels of self-rated general social anxiety and avoidance indicate that the treatment of actors with PA must include other types of social situations. Hence, clinicians must be open to broadening the scope of treatment when working with actors with PA.
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